ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
In human reasoning, many fuzzy concepts such as young, hot, cool, relatively red, and ripe are often used. Those fuzzy concepts can be represented by fuzzy sets [1] . In general, for a given rule P ---, Q, a fact fuzzy set in an application is only approximately equal to the fuzzy set P and is thus usually noted P'. For such an approximate fact P' and a rule P ~ Q, how to get the consequence fuzzy set Q' approximately is an interesting topic in approximate reasoning [2, 3] .
One of the things accepted in binary logical reasoning is that a rule is always considered to be correct, or in other words, it is a universally true rule. In contrast, fuzzy logic causes approximate reasoning where the matching law is not perfectly satisfied. It means that a rule P ~ Q is often used with a fact P', an approximation of P, to get Q', an approximation of Q. Obviously, P ~ Q does not include the case of a fact P' that is not equal to P. Since the rules in approximate reasoning are not universally
The rule-case duality produces an important feature of approximate reasoning. In this paper, an approximate case-based reasoning mechanism is set up based on this understanding. In the sense of ACBR, a fuzzy rule needs to be modified as it is being used. The symbolic-numeric duality shows a possible way to deal with fuzzy inference on both the symbolic and the numeric level, which yields the possibility of the implementation of fuzzy inference on neural networks. By retrieving semantics and interrelation from the inference relation between the premise(s) and the consequence of a fuzzy rule, it is possible to do approximate case-based reasoning by some useful methods such as the revision principle [4, 7, 8] . A corresponding neural network unit can then be built by mapping the interrelation based on the semantics of such a fuzzy rule to the weight of the neural network unit. This means that the existing learning approaches in neural networks can be used for modifying the weight. If we say that the concept of ACBR is a reminder of the needs of self-modifying a fuzzy rule in approximate reasoning, then we can also say that neural networks provide the possibility to satisfy the needs by their learning ability. In this study, we first give an inference mechanism of approximate case-based reasoning and a basic neural network model for its implementation, then extend them to more general and complex cases by several examples.
The discussion is divided as several sections: section 2 introduces the basic concept of approximate case-based reasoning and analyzes its mean-ing in fuzzy logic. Section 3 discusses several important features of fuzzy logic and approximate reasoning. The basic idea of approximate case-based reasoning on neural networks is given in section 4. In section 5, based on the analysis of ACBR with triangular membership-based rule, a basic neural network model is proposed for implementing ACBR. In section 6, the basic neural network model is extended by examples. The conclusion is given in section 7.
APPROXIMATE CASE-BASED REASONING (ACBR) IN FUZZY LOGIC
For a rule P ~ Q in approximate case-based reasoning, assume that there are two approximation families ~@ = {pili = 1 ..... m} and ~ = {QJlj = 1 .... , n}, where pi ___ X, QJ c Y, for the premise P and the consequence Q, respectively. P ~ ~ and Q ~ N are the representatives of 9 and ~, respectively. The modus ponens in approximate reasoning:
should be interpreted as p-~Q=p' Q, (2.1) where P, P' ~ ~,~, Q, Q' ~ ~ and " = " means approximately equal. The rule P' ~ Q' is said to be an approximate rule to P ~ Q and vice versa.
Since the rule P' --* Q' is not given, we use P --* Q instead of P' ~ Q' to deduce Q' approximately. Here, the tacit agreement is that the implication relation Rp ~ Q (R for short) of the rule P ~ Q is equal to or approximates the implication relation Rp,~ o' (R' for short) of the rule P' ~ Q'. Depending on the above interpretation, R' is an approximation of R. For R and all approximation of R from ~ tb ~', there is a set of approximate implication relations { R sJ P , --* Q ,; Ps ~ ~, Qs ~ ~'} (see Figure  1 ). The common implication relation .92 = C3 s(R~) identifies the common part of all implication relations of approximate rules. In other words, a given rule P ~ Q ~ {P~. ~ QsIP, ~, Q~ ~ N} is only a case-rule that does not guarantee the universal truth. (In binary logic, because ~ -~ {P} and ~-{Q} and the common implication relation ~'-R, the rule P ---, Q guarantees universal truth.) Since it is almost impossible to find the 78 Zuliang Shen et al. set of approximate rules, the approximate reasoning is actually an approximate case-based reasoning. Therefore, a fuzzy rule P ~ Q in approximate case-based reasoning is considered as an example (or a case) for approximately describing the common implication relation ~ between two approximation families 9 = {pili = 1 . for deducing Qt+l, where k = t identifies the current state and k = t + 1 identifies the next state. Obviously, it is reasonable to let some kind of inference relationship in ~" be kept in P' ~ Q'. The revision principle [4, 7, 8] has been proposed for this purpose; 3. to find a new implication relation R,+I from rule P~+~ ~ Q*~1 and then modify the approximate implication relation ~q~,t to get ,~'+ ~, where Q*÷I is a real or an expected conclusion obtained by the evaluation of the deduced at+ 1. Although ~ and ~ are not given and the common implication relation ~' is hard to define directly, it can be approached by the approximate implication relation based on the definition:
,9~ 't+l= A (~'t, Rt+ ~).
(2.3)
FEATURES OF FUZZY LOGIC AND APPROXIMATEREASONING
In going from binary to fuzzy logic, we face two big differences: (1) the unique truth value becomes infinity of possible truth values; (2) the universally true rule becomes a case-rule. The above assumptions of binary logic and binary logical reasoning are not satisfied in fuzzy logic or approximate reasoning. This is why propositions have the symbolic-numeric duality in fuzzy logic, and fuzzy rules have rule-case duality in approximate reasoning.
Symbolic-Numeric Duality of Fuzzy Logic
In general, the description of a proposition in fuzzy logic may take several types:
1. a proposition with truth value in fuzzy-valued logic:
P is 0.8 true where P is a proposition, such as "Mary likes music." 2. a proposition with truth value in fuzzy linguistic-valued logic:
P is very true. "the house is large" is 0,9 true.
5. a fuzzy proposition with some truth value in fuzzy linguistic-valued logic:
"the house is large" is more or less true.
Obviously, (4) and (5) are the extensions from (3) + (1) and (3) + (2), respectively. (3) is a special case of (4) or (5) when the fuzzy proposition has the truth value 1 in fuzzy-valued logic or true in fuzzy linguistic-valued logic.
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All these types of proposition are able to represent at two levels: the description of the proposition itself and the truth degree of the proposition that shows how sure we are about the proposition. It means that any proposition in fuzzy logic can be discussed from two sides: the proposition itself (symbolic side) and the truth of the proposition (numeric side).
Usually people discuss fuzzy inference in two ways: based on fuzzy truths or based on fuzzy sets. For the former, the inference is based on the relation from the truth(s) of the premise(s) to the truth of the consequence of a rule. For the latter, the inference is based on the relation from the fuzzy set(s) in the premise(s) to the fuzzy set in the consequence of a rule.
Any fuzzy inference can actually be looked as a static structure, where every proposition is a node and every implication is a linkage, with a dynamic flow from the premises to the consequences of rules. The structure represents the symbolic (binary logical) relationships among all propositions and the dynamic flow is a numeric flow that consists of all individual truth values of those propositions. This is the symbolic-numeric duality in fuzzy logic.
Based on the symbolic-numeric duality, if we translate the symbolic (logical) part of a fuzzy rule to a neural network structure and let the weight in the neural network deal with the numerics (semantics) of propositions, then the neural network can implement fuzzy inference related to the rule.
Rule-Case Duality of Fuzzy Rule in Approximate Reasoning
A fuzzy inference based on fuzzy sets may yield approximate reasoning. There is actually a matching law used in binary logic inference. The matching law means that the fact P' should be exactly equal to the premise P of a rule P ~ Q. When we try to extend a knowledge-based system from binary to fuzzy logic, the premises and the consequences of rules may be not exact propositions but fuzzy propositions, that are usually represented by fuzzy sets. One of the new problems we face is that the matching law in binary logic cannot always be satisfied in fuzzy logic. In other words, reasoning often needs to get an approximate conclusion by using such a fuzzy rule P --, Q and a fact P', an approximation of P. The approximate conclusion is usually denoted by Q', the approximation of Q. This is so-called approximate reasoning [2, 3] .
On this basis, in approximate reasoning a fuzzy rule P ~ Q, with premise fuzzy set P ___ X and consequence fuzzy set Q _c Y, only gives one example or one case representing an inference relation from X (the universe of discourse of P) to Y (the universe of discourse of Q). We can use approximate reasoning from P' __ X (an approximation of P) to get a fuzzy set Q'__ Y (an approximation of Q) based on an approximate knowledge reference given in P ~ Q. In this sense, approximate reasoning is reasonably considered as so-called approximate case-based reasoning.
A fuzzy rule P ~ Q, where P c X, Q c_ y, is exactly used as a rule when the matching law is satisfied (namely for any P'= P); otherwise it is considered as a case related to the inference relation from X to Y. This is the rule-case duality of fuzzy rules in approximate reasoning.
It is interesting and important that the features of rule-based reasoning and case-based reasoning can be integrated in approximate case-based reasoning in the fuzzy logic sense. This also makes it possible to use existing methods and approaches of rule-based and case-based reasoning for approximate case-based reasoning.
When we get a Q' from P ~ Q and P', we also get another case P' ~ Q'. By some methods of approximate reasoning such as the revision principle [4, 7, 8] , there should be some information (knowledge) retained from Rp _, Q (the relation of P ---, Q) to Rp,~ Q, (the relation of P' ~ Q').
When Q*, a real or expected consequence obtained by the evaluation of the deduced Q', is known, we can use Rp,_~ O, to modify the previous relation Rp_~ O. This may illustrate another important issue in approximate case-based reasoning--learning.
BASIC IDEA FOR ACBR ON NEURAL NETWORKS
Suppose given a fuzzy rule P ~ Q for fuzzy sets P ___ X, Q G Y, where X and Y are the universes of discourse (Figure 2 ) can be built. The linkage from P to Q gives the implication relation of the rule P ~ Q at the symbolic level, which is static during any reasoning performed on the neural network. The weight W = R remembers the initial relation of the case P ~ Q at the numeric level, which can be modified by one case based on several kinds of learning approach. The detailed neural network structure is shown in Figure 3 . The input layer has U nodes, corresponding to the input vector P, and the where c~ is a small gain constant. The previous discussion described a basic idea for representing the implication relation in a fuzzy rule to the weight of the corresponding neural network unit, so that an ACBR can be executed on a neural network. The learning will be realized by modifying the implication relation. For a real implementation, how to retrieve and express the implication relation of a fuzzy rule is a very important issue. We will discuss ACBR semantics and interrelation with triangular membership-based rules (TMB rules) and give the basic neural network model in the next section.
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ACBR WITH TRIANGULAR MEMBERSHIP-BASED RULES
Fuzzy sets represented by triangular memberships have been much used in recent fuzzy theory research and applications. To simplify discussion, we first deal with approximate case-based reasoning by the triangular membership-based rule (TMB rule), and give a basic neural network model based on TMB rules. 
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x I x c Xr Figure 5 . A TMB set.
A rule is said to be a TMB rule if and only if the fuzzy sets in the premise(s) and the consequence of the rule are all TMB sets.
In this section, we discuss ACBR on those cases where only TMB rules are used and any premise P and corresponding fact P' are TMB approximations. Based on these promises we can use the valuable intervals instead of the universes of discourse during inference.
ACBR Semantics of TMB Rules
Based on the semantic revising method (SRM) of the revision principle [8] , we have the following definitions.
DEFINITION 5.5. (ACBR semantics):
The ACBR semantics of a TMB rule P ~ Q is defined as:
SRp, o = {(s,t)ls = I~p(X),t = tzo(y),s = t, x E Xe, y ~ YQ}, (5.2)
where I~p(X) and /zo(y) are the membership functions of P and Q, Xe and Yo are the valuable intervals of P and Q, respectively. If we construct the P' and the Q* to a new TMB rule P* --, Q*, then IRp, Q, can be gotten. By some learning method, it is possible to modify the IRe.Q, based on the IRe, Q.. It is discussed in 5.5.
lze,(x) = ~ l -(x -x'c) + (x r -x' c) x ~ (x'~,x,]

Neural Network Implementation
In 
In this case, we can build a corresponding neural network unit illustrated in Figure 9 , where the inference mechanism of ACBR is divided into two steps: the first step is to retrieve an average deviation between real inputs and the premises of the rule, the second step is to revise the consequence of the rule based on the deviation to get an approximate consequence. The weight of this unit is generated by formulas: is approximately deduced.
Comparing with (5.7), we can find that when i = 1, Y' c --f3(h, w2) has the same value as by Formula 5.1.
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Learning
Learning in ACBR is realized by modifying the ACBR interrelation. The t + 1-th modification is defined as: 
APPLICATIONS WITH EXTENDED MODELS
Section 5 gave out the basic neural network model for ACBR on TMB rules with TMB approximations, where we only need the information of representative points for inference. However, in more general cases, a fact P' is not always the TMB approximation of the premise P in a rule. To extend the basic neural network model to solve the problems in these general cases, we must keep all three points of information: the left point, the center point, and the right point for inference ( Figure 11 ).
Example 6.1 illustrates the neural network for the inference of ACBR without TMB approximations. It can be viewed as an extension of the basic neural network model introduced in section 5. The principal neural network unit is illustrated in Figure 12 . The weight of the unit is generated by formulas:
wlik =Pik i = 1,2 ..... n k = 1,2,3 (6.12) w2~ = qk k = 1, 2, 3 (6.13)
The output of the hidden node h k is: Figure 12 . The inference of ACBR in a general case.
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where g2 is defined as:
Suppose a rule P1, P2 "-* Q and facts P'I, P2 be given (Figure 13 ), where For applications based on case knowledge, not only the fuzzy aspect of the rule but also the uncertainty of a given case itself should be considered. In Example 6.2, we add one more layer to deal with the uncertainty of case knowledge. and Cij k (k = 1, 2, 3) is the weight describing the importance from each P~ to Qj, gotten by the clustering learning algorithm [11, 12] . The index number k is related to the left point (when k = 1), the center point (when k = 2), or the right point (when k = 3) of the corresponding P/ or Q;, respectively. The inference is defined by:
hjk (~i Cijk) ~(mik >(¢ijk ) (6.21) qj'k = g3(hjk, w2jk) (6.22) where gl is the function defined in (6.15); g3 is defined by: (6.27) [~ik(t+l) = a X J (6.28)
E cijk Y
The deviation 6jk should be distributed from qj~ to Pik based on cij k.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we pointed out the symbolic-numeric duality of fuzzy logic and the rule-case duality of approximate reasoning. By using the structure of neural networks to represent the symbolic and rule properties and the weight to represent the numeric and case properties, it is possible to use neural network technology for processing fuzzy inference with the two dualities of fuzzy logic and approximate reasoning. An approximate casebased reasoning mechanism has been proposed for TMB rules and a corresponding neural network implemented for realizing the mechanism. In order to extend the mechanism into more general usage, two examples have been introduced with extended neural network models. The mechanisms and neural network models are being implemented on a computer for real applications.
